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Communicated by the Editors 
For X,, . . . . X, a random sample and K( ‘, ‘) a symmetric kernel this paper 
considers large sample properties of location estimator i? satisfying ZLK(X,-4, 
X, - 8) =O. Asymptotic normality of 4 is obtained and two forms of interval 
estimators for parameter f3 satisfying EK(X, - 8, X, - 0) = 0, are discussed. 
Consistent estimation of the variance parameters is obtained which permits the 
construction of asymptotically distribution free procedures. The p-variate and 
multigroup extension is accomplished to provide generalized one-way MANOVA. 
Monte Carlo results are included. c 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X1, . . . . .A’,, be a random sample from a density f on the real line R 
and let K( ., .) be a symmetric kernel on Rx R. Consider the location 
parameter B which uniquely solves the equation 
mqx,-8,x,-8)=0 
and the estimator t?’ which solves (or approximately solves as we shall see) 
the equation 
2 z&r; - 8, x, - 4) = 0. 
i#i 
This system relates to two well-known systems of estimation: M-estimators 
(kernels of the form K(s, t) = Ii/(s) + I/I(~)) and Hodges-Lehmann estima- 
tion (see Randles and Wolfe [lo]). The original Hodges and Lehmann [6] 
estimator 4 = median { i(X, + Xi)} is in our class and arises from 
K(s,r)=z[s+t>0]-z[s+t<0]. (1.1) 
In this case the parameter 8 is the median of the distribution of $(X1 + A’,). 
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In Section 3 asymptotic normality of 0 is obtained for square integrable 
kernels and two forms of interval estimators of 8 are discussed. Consistent 
estimation of the variance parameters is obtained, providing for asymptoti- 
cally distribution free procedures. Section 4 contains our generalization of 
the large sample F (limiting x2) test in univariate one-way ANOVA. Large 
sampie inference on a vector of location parameters based on a single 
p-variate sample is considered in Section 5. The joint limiting normality of 
the sample location vector is obtained and a generalization of Hotelling’s 
T2 is presented. The correlation of location estimates in the limiting dis- 
tribution generalizes the usual Pearson correlation. In the multivariate 
work the location parameter for each component of the observation vector 
may be determined by a different kernel. Section 6 develops a one-way 
MANOVA from the limiting Wishart distribution of the generalized 
hypothesis matrix H. The large sample test statistic has the form tr HE-’ 
with the x2 limiting null distribution. 
Section 7 studies the applicability of the limiting x2 distribution in the 
univariate one-way ANOVA using the Hodges-Lehmann kernel. We show 
that the large sample critical points can be useful for moderate and some- 
times even small sample sizes. One-way ANOVA with the Hodges- 
Lehmann kernel is shown to have good power with respect to the normal 
theory test. The robust nature of our Hodges-Lehmann ANOVA is 
demonstrated by an example in Section 8. The necessary distribution 
theory for U-statistics is in Section 2. 
2. THE LIMITING DISTRIBUTION OF U-STATISTICS 
UNDER CONTIGUOUS ALTERNATIVES 
Since Hoeffding [S] proved the first limit theorem for U-statistics, the 
literature on U-statistics has grown extensively. Examples of recent 
accounts are Serfling [ 1 l] and Randles and Wolfe [ 10). Below, we obtain 
asymptotic normality of U-statistics under contiguity. 
For each n = 1, 2, . . . let Xni, i = 1, . . . . n, be random variables which are 
independent under the null hypothesis H,,: LY(X,~) = P,, i= 1, . . . . n, for 
some fixed probability measure P, on the measurable space (X, B), as well 
as under the alternatives HI: Y(X,,i) = Q,,, i= 1, . . . . n. Our conditions will 
imply the sequence { Qn> of product measures Q, = Qn, x .. . x Q,, , n 
times, is contiguous (in the sense of Hajek and Sidak [S, p. 2021 to the 
sequence (P,} of probability measures P, = P,, x . . . x P,, n times. In this 
section the expectation operator E refers to the null hypothesis probability 
law. For simplicity we write Xi for Xni. We are concerned with the limiting 
distribution of U-statistics, 
S, = ne312 1 K(X,, X,), 
i#j 
(2.1) 
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where K(s, t), s, 1 E X, is a symmetric kernel with EK*(X,, X,) < rr3 
(under P,). Assume, without loss of generality, that EK(X, , X2) = 0. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let Qnl be dominated by P, with dQ,,,/dP, = 1 + n - ‘I*h,, 
for some sequence (h,) in L2(X, B, P,) converging to h E L,, say. Then 
under Qn, J?(S,) -+ N(p, d2), where 
and 
I!?* =4EK(X,, X,)K(X,) X,) if ii’>0. 
Proof: It is well known that under the conditions of the theorem {Q,,} 
is continguous to {P,}. Expand S, (2.1) to three terms using 
K(S, t)’ {K(S, t)-EK(S, Xj)-EK(Xi, t)} +EK(S, Xj)+EK(X,, t). 
It is easy to show (by calculating the variance) that the first term of S, con- 
verges to zero under P, and hence under Qn. The second and third terms 
are identical. Asymptotic normality follows easily from results of Behnen 
and Neuhaus [l] as described in Gregory [4, p. 1121. u 
We will apply this result when PO has densityf, on the real line and Qn, 
has densityf,(x- bn-‘I*), - co(.x( co, for a fixed b > 0. In Theorem 2.1 we 
have h,(x) = n”‘[fJx - bn -‘12) -fO(x)]/fo(x). Assume& exists a.e. P, and 
let h = - bf b/fo. Theorem 2.1 requires 
hEL2 (fO has finite Fisher information) 
(2.2) 
h, + h in Lz. 
These conditions imply J h dP, = 0. 
Now the efticacy of S, in testing {P,} against {Q,,} is h*/S* (see Hajek 
and Sidak [S]). The most efficient test uses K(s, t) = h(s) + h(t) and has 
efficacy Eh2(X,). The efficiency of SJ2.1) relative to the best is the squared 
correlation 
{EWdWk X2,12 
p2= {WX,, XMW,, XdWh2(Xd)’ 
(2.3) 
We note in passing that p* is free of the shift parameter b while p2/6* is 
proportional to b*. In the next section ,u2/a2 will be te efficiency of an 
associated estimator. 
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3. UNIVARIATE LOCATION ESTIMATORS FROM U-STATISTICS 
Let X1, . . . . X, be a random sample from a density f on the real line and 
let K( ., . ) be a symmetric kernel satisfying 
K(X, - x, X, - x) is monotone nonincreasig in x, a.e. for x 
in some interval containing a unique value 8 such that 
EK(X, - 8, x2 - 8) = 0. 
Let 
d(x)=n-‘(n- 1)-l c K(X,-x, xi-x, 
i#j 
and suppose “root” x,. satisfies 
n”2d(X,) = c, for real c, converging to c. 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
Now the sequence {xc} depends on the sequence {c*>. Our notation 
anticipates the following theorem wherein the asymptotic distribution of x, 
depends on (c~} only through its limit c. Furthermore, the proof of the 
following theorem shows that the difference in two roots of (3.3) is 
o,(n-I/*). This section studies large sample attributes of x,, c real. The 
estimator of e is 6 = x0. 
The manner in which (3.3) can be satisfied depends on the merits of the 
kernel K. If K is continuous we expect to be able to “hit” any value c 
exactly (c, = c). For discontinuous K, the c, are appropriate values in the 
range of the function n’/*d(x), - co (x( co. For the kernel (1.1) we have, 
with probability one, that the range of n”*d(x) is { +nri2k/[n(n - 1)]: 
k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . n(n- 1)). We may let 
x,.=inf{x:n”2d(x)<c). (3.4) 
Other formulations are possible. 
On kernel K, we adopt the quadratic smoothness criterion 
lim E[K(X, - X, x2 - X) - K(X, - 8, x2 - e)y = 0 x+e (3.5) 
and, on density f, we assume the condition which restricts f to a subclass 
of densities with finite Fisher information, 
f’ does not exist for at most a finite number of points 
in every finite interval and for some E >O 
Esup,,, <E U’(X, + 41f(X,)12 -= 00. (3.6) 
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Let G(x) = $1 - EK(Xr -x, X, - x)] for x near 0. Then G is monotone 
nondecreasing and 0 is the unique solution of G(8) = 4. We have 
G(0 + A) - G(O) 
= -$EK(x,-0-A, x2-0-d) 
= -f 
SJ’ 
[K(s-O-A, t-O-A)-K(s-8, t-B)]f(s)f(t)dsdt 
= -5 
ss 
K(s-8, t-O){f(s+A)f(t+A)-f(s)f(t)} dsdt 
= -4 K(s-8, t-e)(C(f(s+A)-f(s))+f(s)] Ii 
x C(f(t+A)-f(t))+f(t)l-f(s)f(t)J dsdt. 
Now condition (3.6) implies G is differentiable at 8 with derivative 
g(B) = -EK(J’, - 8, X2 - ‘37(x, )f(x,). (3.7) 
We prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume that (3.1), (3.5), and (3.6) hold. Zfg(0) given by 
(3.7) is positive then the asymptotic joint distribution of (n’j2(x, - O), 
r~“~(x,., -O)), c, c’ real, is that of p-‘(6Z-c, SZ-c’), where Z is a 
standard normal variable and S2 = 4EK(X, - 8, Xz - 0) K(X, - 8, X, - 0) 
and p = 2g( 0). 
Proof: From monotonicity in (3.1) we have, for b, c, b’, c’ real, 
P(n”‘d(8 - n -“‘b) < c, and n”‘d(B - np”*b’) CC;} 
<P(n”*(x,.-0)~ -bandn”*(~,.~-tI)< -6’) 
~P(n”*d(B-n-“‘b),cnandn1”d(8-n-“’b’)~c:,) (3.8) 
where c, + c and c:, -+ cr. 
Theorem 2.1 may be used to show that T(Z,) + N(0, l), where 
2, = [n’/2d(t9- n-1/2b) - bp]/6 with 6 and p as given. (3.9) 
Letting 
A,z = n’12d( (J - n ~ ‘/*b’) - n ‘j2d( 8 - n - “‘b), 
we write (3.8) as 
P{6Z,+bp<cc,and6Z,+bp+A,,,<c~~ 
=P{p -‘(cSZ,-c,}< -bandpL1(6Z,-cA+A,,)+b-b’< -b’}. 
(3.10) 
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Below we show 
A,, P, p(b’ - 6). (3.11) 
Then letting n .--+ cc in (3.10) gives the result. It remains to show (3.11). 
We have A, = n-“‘(n - 1))’ Cizj qijnr where qiin = K(X,- 8 + ne112br, 
Xj-tl+n-“2b’)-K(Xi-fl+n-“‘b, Xi-O+np”*b). Now n’/*Eqiin= 
2nli2[G(B - n,lj2b) - G(B - ~‘/~b’)] -+ ~(b’ -b), so that Ed, + ,u(b’ - b). 
Also 
var A,=n -‘(n-l)-” 
=n -‘(n - 1))’ (n - 2)(n - 3)[n”2Eq,2,]2 + (n - l)plEqf,, 
+4(n- 1)-2 (n- l)(n-2)Eq12,q1~n-(n1’2Eq12n)2. 
Condition (3.5) gives Eqi2,t -+ 0 which implies var A, + ,u’( 6’ - b)2 - 
p*(b’ - b)2 = 0. 1 
Taking c = 0 above shows that dp(n”2(o - 0)) -+ N(0, CT’), where 
a2 = b2/p2. The efficacy of an estimator of 6 is l/o* = ~*/6* and the relative 
efficiency of two estimators of 8 is the ratio of their efficacies. 
Consider interval estimation of 8. The lOO(1 - a)Oh large sample 
confidence interval obtained from Theorem 3.1 is 
4 - n - 112~,,2 S/p < 8 < il+ n - 1/2~,,2 6/p. (3.12) 
The confidence interval obtained by inverting the large sample two-tailed 
hypothesis test is { 8: ln1’2d(8)1 < &,,} or 
X6z,i26ecL& -012. (3.13) 
Theorem 3.1 shows that these intervals are asymptotically equivalent in the 
sense that the difference in corresponding limits is ~~(n-l/~). Now in some 
situations (kernel K( ., .) and the class of densities f) it may be possible to 
determine p or 6, but not usually both. Below we obtain consistent 
estimators of these quantities which may be used in the confidence intervals 
above to yield asymptotically distribution free inference. Note that (3.12) 
uses both ,u and 6 while (3.13) uses only 6. This work extends that of Boos 
[2]. Hettmansperger [7] contains some results like ours for the Hodges- 
Lehmann kernel. 
Consider first the estimation of 6 by the natural estimator $= J,(e), 
where 
g(e)=4 1 K(x,-8,x,-e)K(x,-8, X,--Q/n(n- l)(n-2). (3.14) 
i,j.k 
distinct 
The following lemma establishes consistency when the kernel is bounded. 
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LEMMA 3.2. If I/K11 = sups,, ) K(s, t)l < CC in addition to the conditions of 
Theorem 3.1 then b:(8) + ’ b2. The same result holds if (3.14) is replaced h.11 
the computionally simpler 
2 
n~‘~K(Xi-8,Xj-8) . 
I 
Proof: We have Ed:(O) = a2 and E[S,‘(S)]’ -+ d4 and hence S;(0) -+’ d2. 
It is straightforward to obtain 
)6;(x)-6;(6))68 )IKJJ c IK(X;-x,X,-x)-K(X;-8,Xj-O))/n(n-1) 
I#i 
and, from this, 
E l%(x) -S,2Wl d 16 IIKII IG(x) - G(Ql, 
using the monotonicity in (3.1). Note that 6 -+‘8 and G is continuous at 
8. Standard technique yields the first conclusion. The second conclusion 
follows immediately. 1 
Consider now the estimation of the “density” parameter ,u. Theorem 3.1 
shows that asymptotically the points (c, n”‘(x, - t?)), for c in a finite set, 
approach points on a straight line with random intercept and slope --,~-l. 
The consistent two point (cfc’) slope estimator is fi,,.! =c”~(c’- c)/ 
(x,. -x,.0 = [d(x,,) - d(x,)]/(x,. -x,.,). The choice c = 0 and c’ = Sz,,, 
(c’ = - 6z,,,) will cause the left (right) hand confidence limit in (3.12) and 
(3.13) to be equal. 
4. GENERALIZED ANOVA FOR THE t SAMPLE LOCATION SHIFT MODEL 
Suppose we have t independent samples of sizes n,, n2, . . . . n,: 
x,1, xr2, .*., X,“,, 1 < r d t. In the previous section distinguish the quantities 
relating to the rth population with the addition of subscript r. Thus for the 
rth sample, the population location is B,, the function (3.2) based on n, 
samples is denoted d,( . ), the population variance parameters are pr and a;, 
(3.3) becomes ni’2d,(x,,.,) = c,, where c, + c,, etc. 
We assume the location shift model for the t groups which implies 
common variance parameters p and a2 for the groups. For testing the null 
hypothesis 8, = e2 = . . . = 0, = 8 we develop a generalized F statistic with 
asymptotic x2( t - 1) distribution in this section. 
The confidence interval (3.13) on 0, is 
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which involves an indirect comparison of possible parameter values 8, with 
the zero of d,( .), 0, = x,,,. The generalized F test, developed below, is based 
on such indirect comparisons. If the hypothesis is true and 8 is the common 
parameter then C n,df(f3)/s2 is asymptotically x’(t). It is reasonable to 
reject the hypothesis for large values of 
i n,dz(8)/d2, 
r=l 
(4.2) 
where 8 and 8’ are determined from the pooled sample of size n = C n, as 
discussed below. In this section we show that (4.2) is asymptotically 
X2(t - 1) under the hypothesis. 
Usually pooled estimates are considered to be weighted averages. Thus 
we might propose 6 = C n,8,/n and b’= C n,&/n. However, the purity of 
our approach is retained if, instead, 6 is determined from the pooled 
sample of size n as the root of the function d( .) of the pooled sample, 
d(x)=n-‘(n- 1))’ 
x i 5 K(X,;-x,x,- 
i 
X)+ i fJ 2 K(Xri-X, X,-X) . 
r=l i+j r=q izl j=1 I 
For the pooled sample we write n1/2d(x,) = c, for c, + c. Then 6’ = x0 is the 
pooled sample estimator. The pooled estimator of 6* we propose is 
calculated from the group-centered pooled sample (X,( - 8, ( 1 < r Q t, 
16 i < n,} according to Lemma 3.2 with centering parameter 8 there taken 
to be zero. In Monte Carlo work we have found the modification 
(n/(n - t))b* to be useful. It can be shown that this approach to pooled 
estimation is asymptotically equivalent to the weighted average approach. 
In the following assume a common group location 8. In order to treat 
(4.2) we develop the limiting joint normality of (n:/2dI(xo)t . . . . n:‘2d,(xo)) as 
n,-rco, lQr<t, such that n,/n+Af (>O), l<r<t. 
First utilize the projection type of approximation used in the proof of 
Theorem 2.1 and the result (3.11) to obtain 
n~‘2d,(B-n;‘/2b,)- 
[ 
pb,+n;“* 2 2K(Xri-f3, .) -f+ 0, 1 l<r<t, i=l 
(4.3) 
and 
n”*d(B--n-‘/*6)- pb+n-I’* i 2 2K(X,i-8, .) -% 0, 
r=l i=l 1 
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where b and (b,) are constants and K(s, .) =EK(s? X,, - 0). Thus the 
vector (n’f2d(e-n-“2b), ny2d,(e - n,%, ), . . . . n:“d,(e- rpb,)) is 
limiting normal with mean (yb, @Lb,, . . . . pb,) and covariance 6’V, where 
c/= * 6’ 
! I ft 1, 
and A’= (A, , . . . . A,). 
Through bounds of type (3.8) we obtain that the vector 
(t~‘/*fx,,-e), FI;/~(x,,., -ff), . . . . nfQ,,.,- e)) (4.4) 
is limiting normal with mean ( -c/,u, -cl/p, ,.., -c,/p) and covariance 
(~‘/,u~)V. Then the limiting distribution of (4.4) is that of 
( 
-c+6 i i,z,, -c, + SZ,) . ..) -c,+=, P, 
>I 
(4.5) 
r== 1 / 
where 2, , . . . . 2, are Lid. N(O.l). 
To treat (4.2) we need the limiting distribution 
lim P{nt12d,(xo) 4 c,, 1 B r ,< t) 
n 
= lim P{n”‘(x, - 8) 2 nt’2(x,,., - 0)/G, 1 ,< r d t) 
n 
=P 6C1,2,>(-c,+62,)/&, l,<r,<t 
i 1 
= P SZ,-6~,~i,Z,<cc,, 1 <rd I 
i I 
. 
It follows that the limiting distribution of C:= I n,df(x,) is that 
of C:=, {6Z, - 61, C L,Z,)2 = S’{C:, I Z:’ - (xi= I A,Z,)‘} which is 
6’~~(t - 1). Thus (4.2) is limiting x2(t - 1) if 8” estimates 6’ consistently. 
Demonstration of the latter is omitted. 
5. A SINGLE MULTIVARIATE SAMPLE: THE CORRELATION OF 
LOCATION ESTIMATORS AND GENERALIZED T2 
Consider a sample (X!“‘, X12’, . . . . XjP$ 1 < i < n, from a density 
f-(x”‘, d2), . ..) x’p) ). Let location vector (8’*‘, . . . . 6(P)) be determined by 
symmetric kernels K,( ., . ) through 
EK,( xy - elm), xy - fp)) = 0, 1 <Hl,<p. 
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Let ecrn) be estimates determined as in Section 3 as zeros of the functions 
&y+n-‘(n- 1)-l c K*(X{*‘-x, X,!“‘-x), 1 fFn<p. 
i#i 
Let G,(X) = i[ 1 - EK,(X\m) -x, A’$~) - x)] and p(m) = 2Gh(BCm’). Sec- 
tion 3 gives conditions under which 
_49(*1/*(8(““- e(*))) -+ N(0, d(**)/[Jd*q*), where 
6’ **) = 4EK,(XJrn) - e(m), x;m) _ Q~))K,($*) - e(m), xi*) _ @*)), 
(5.1) 
l<m<p. 
In this section we obtain 
THEOREM 5.1. If the conditions of Theorem 3.1 apply for each component 
of the observation vector then 
(nl/*(o(l) - o(l)), . . . . n1/*((7(P) -(j(P))) (5.2) 
is limiting normal with zero mean and covariance matrix C given by 
Cl* cc ij(l*)/[p’+p)], where 
(5.3) 
g(h) = QEK,(X$‘) _ #I), Xy) _ @‘))K,(x’;“) - fp), xi*) _ e’*)). 
With c?(*~ >O, 1 <m fp, C is positive definite. 
To study the distribution of (5.2) we use the U-statistic representation 
(as at (3.8)): 
P{~1~2d~m~(~~m~-n~1~2b,)~c,,, 1 <m<p} 
< p(n”*(8’“’ -Scm’)< -b,, 1 <m<p} 
Q P{n1i2d’m)(f9(m)- n-l/*6,) < c,,, 1 <m Gp}, 
where lim, cmn = 0, 1 < m 6 p. Now the theorem follows easily from using 
approximation (4.3) for each component (with group notation supressed). 
The correlation p (I*) between n’/*((j(l) - (j(r)) and n1/2(&m) _ (j(m)) in the 
limiting distribution can be taken as a measure of association between the 
[th and mth components of the observation vector. From (5.3) it is seen 
that 
P 
(fw = bcrm)ll8(11)lj(mm)}lii. (5.4) 
When K, is bounded, Section 3 provides a consistent estimator of #mm), 
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1 <rn <p. Below we obtain a consistent estimator of dun’) for bounded 
kernels. 
Consider the estimation of 6”“’ by 
(y1”‘(p, pe), where 
(yy(p, e(m)) = 4 c K&q” -@‘J, q - fp) 
r,i,k 
distinct 
x K,( xp - e’m’, xp- 8’“‘)n(n - l)(n - 2)‘. 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
The proof that (5.5) is consistent when K! and K,,, are bounded is 
analogous to the proof of Lemma 3.2. We first obtain 6’,‘“‘(8”‘, @“‘)) -+ d(““) 
in probability. Then we obtain 
- Km(X~m) - O’“‘, Xj”’ - @“‘)l/n(n - 1) 
and, subsequently, 
E [#‘“‘(X, y) - 6c’m)(oc”, ocm’)l G 8 jj&jj . (q(X) - G,(o’“)I 
+ 8 IIKJI . IGm(y) - G,(@m’k 
The rest of the proof that (5.5) is consistent is routine. Finally, we note that 
(5.6) may be replaced by 
x n-‘~K,(X!“‘-~‘“‘,~~“‘-e’“‘) 
J 
Using the estimators in (5.4) yields 
P -C/m) =
-& { cj K,(J-I” - &‘), X!” - f$“) ] { cj K,,,(Xjm’ - dtrn), X!‘“’ - &m)) ) 
,/Ci (-& K,(J$- ffj”), J$‘- @“)}2 .Cj (c, Km(X;m)- &‘), ~~mJ@mJ)]2’ 
It can be shown that upon the hypothesis that p”“’ = 0, Z(n”‘fi’“‘) --) 
NO, 1). 
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This section is concluded with a generalization of Hotelling’s T*. Let 
d’ = (&)(P), . . . . &“(8’P’)). From (4.3, it is easy to obtain n’/‘d -+ N(0, 6), 
where 6 = (6”“‘). The generalized T2 is T2 = nd ‘6 -Id and is asymptotically 
X2(P). 
6. GENERALIZED ONE-WAY MANOVA 
Consider t independent p-variate samples (Xif’, X$‘, . . . . XL;)), 1 d i < ni, 
1 <r < t, generated by a p-variate location shift model. Denote the group 
location vector, defined in accordance with Section 5, by 8, = (f3!“, . . . . @“), 
1 < Y < t. As before denote the common group variance parameters by Jccm) 
and ptrn). We want to test the hypothesis that 8, = 8, = . . . = 8, = 0 = 
(8 (1’ ) . ..) P’). 
For each m, 16 m <p, let 8 “(m) be the pooled location estimator deter- 
mined from component m as in Section 4. We use subscript notation as in 
Section 4 to distinguish group quantities and parenthetical superscripts to 
identify components. Thus the function dtm)( .) is determined from compo- 
nent m samples in group Y. Define the hypothesis matrix H= (H,,J by 
H,, = 2 {n~“dl”)(e(m))}(nt’*d)‘)(B(“)}, l<l,m<p. (6.1) 
r= 1 
THEOREM 6.1. Assume the conditions of Theorem 5.1 apply for each of 
the t independent p-variate samples from a location shif model. Then under 
the hypothesis, asymptotically as n, -+ 00, 16 r < t, such that n,& ny + A; 
positive, 1 Q r Q t, we have that H is Wishart W,(t - 1,6), where 6 = (6”““) 
is given in (5.3). 
Proof: A limiting distribution like (4.5) would hold for each compo- 
nent. Thus for the mth component (4.5) could be modified bo involve p(m), 
6’ mm) and i.i.d. N(0, 1) variables Zim’, . . . . Zi”). The p-variate extension of 
(4.5) would hold with cov[Zj”, Zi”‘] = p (h) = #m)/(#~)&m”‘) I/*. The 
argument subsequent to (4.5) would show that the limiting distribution of 
the tp variables {n~‘2d~m)(~cm))> is that of {T (Zi”‘- ,I, C, &,Z~"')). 
Hence the limiting distribution of (H,m) is that of 
Through matrix representation the proof is finished in a straightforward 
way using problem 3.10 of Muirhead [9] and noting the idempotency of 
Z-AA’, where ,I’=(;1r. icz, . . . . ,I,). 1 
683/33/?-I I 
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It follows from Theorem 6.1 that asymptotically under the hypothesis 
tr H6-’ is ~‘(p(t - 1)). Our large sample generalized MANOVA rejects the 
hypothesis for large values of 
tr Hk’ (6.2) 
where d is a consistent estimator of 6. Our statistic (6.2) is the analog of 
the Lawley-Hotelling trace statistic for the normal theory test based on 
means. Moreover, the large sample form of the statistic, tr H6 ~ ‘, is equiv- 
alent to the likelihood ratio statistic in the normal theory test based on 
means, when the covariance structure 6 is known. 
7. MONTE CARLO STUDY FOR ONE-WAY ANOVA WITH 
THE HODGES-LEHMANN ESTIMATOR 
Assume the univariate t-group location shift model of Section 4 and 
specialize to kernel 
zqs, t)=z[s+t>0]-z[s+t<0]. (7.1) 
With this kernel the sample location parameters are the Hodges-Lehmann 
estimators 
6,=median{i(X,i+X,)( 1 <i,j<n,, i#j} (7.2) 
and the population parameters are 8, = median(distribution of 
4(X,, + X,,) ), 1 5 r < t. If the populations are symmetric then it may be 
shown that 6’= :. Rather than considering the use of this value in test 
statistic (4.2), we prefer the asymptotically distribution free procedure using 
a consistent estimator for d2. Following the description in Section 4 we use 
where n = C 12,. The adjustment in the denominator of (7.3) was chosen by 
analogy to the normal theory case for means. Denote test statistic (4.2) by 
T= C n,df(8)/6’, where 4 is determined from the pooled sample. Then the 
hypothesis 0, = . . . = 8, is rejected for large values of T. Under the 
hypothesis, asymptotically as n -+ CC and the group sample proportions 
n,/n approach positive quantities, the distribution of T is x2(t - 1). 
For t = 2 and t = 3 groups ,we have investigated numerically the ade- 
quacy of the X*(t - 1) approximation in various small samples from normal 
populations. Our simulations were performed in VS FORTRAN on an 
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TABLE I 
Estimated Prob( T > 1: _ .( r - 1)) in Normal Samples 
from the Same Distribution (4000 simulations) 
Groups t 2 3 
Level tl 0.05 0.01 0.05 0.01 
Group size 5 0.052 0.000 0.021 0.000 
(n,) 10 0.048 0.007 0.040 0.004 
20 0.047 0.008 0.047 0.008 
30 0.056 0.011 0.045 0.010 
IBM 4381 and used a dual uniform random number generator recom- 
mended by Chen [3]. The Box-Muller transformation was used to 
generate normal samples. Neither the group location 0, nor the pooled 
location t!l was determined by direct application of (7.2). Rather, the 
approximate linearity of d,( .) and d( +) near the roots was noted and a 
simple root-finding algorithm using repeated linear interpolations was 
implemented. This system seems efficient enough for practical use and has 
the advantage that the change of a simple function subprogram defining K 
allows an alternative analysis to be carried out. 
Table I reports estimated levels of the test in normal samples based on 
T using critical points determined from the x2 limiting distribution. Treated 
are the cases: u =0.05, 0.01; number of groups = 2, 3; and equal group 
sample sizez of 5, 10, 20, 30. In general, we see that the tails of the distribu- 
tion of T are shorter that those of x2. For the two-sample 5% (1%) tests, 
the percentage points of the x2 distribution seem useful for group sizes as 
TABLE II 
The Estimated Power of Tests 
(Based on Two Samples of Twenty from Normal Populations 
Shifted d per Standard Deviation Unit) 
Level c( 0.05 0.01 
T Pooled-t T Pooled-t 
Test (4000 sim.) (8000 sim.) (4000 sim.) (8000 sim.) 
A = 0.0 0.056 0.052 0.013 0.009 
0.2 0.103 0.099 0.027 0.026 
0.4 0.244 0.231 0.089 \ 0.088 
0.6 0.457 0.463 0.214 0.228 
0.8 0.683 0.693 0.426 0.441 
1.0 0.862 0.863 0.660 0.668 
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low as 5 (10). While for the three-sample 5% (1%) tests, the percentage 
points of the x2 distribution seem useful for group sizes as low as 10 (20). 
For the case of two normal populations Table II compares the power of 
the test based on T to the normal theory pooled r-test. Levels CI = 0.05 and 
0.01 are used and the common group size is twenty. For this calculation the 
upper 5% and 1% critical points for T were determined from the ernpriciul 
distribution for T based on 4000 simulations, and not the x2 distribution. 
The estimated powers for T compare very well (one may suspect too well) 
with the estimated powers for pooled-t. Perhaps the performance of T is 
enhanced by using empirically determined critical points that are slightly 
too low. Whatever the case, we judge the performance of T to be good 
relative to pooled-t. 
8. AN EXAMPLE 
The following data for two independent groups was obtained at William 
Beaumont Army Medical Center, El Paso, Texas in a study to determine 
the effects of altitude on sickle-cell trait individuals. The response is the pH 
of venous blood with the subject in a resting mode. The 12 subjects in 
group one experienced a simulated high altitude condition (14% oxygen): 
7.30, 7.33, 7.34, 7.34, 7.34, 7.35, 7.35, 7.36, 7.36, 7.36, 7.36, 7.38. The 11 sub- 
jects in group two experienced a simulated lower altitude (18% oxygen): 
7.285, 7.294, 7.295, 7.303, 7.306, 7.331, 7.342, 7.358, 7.362, 7.365, 7.366. The 
group means are 7.3475 and 7.3279 and the associated 95% normal theory 
confidence intervals calculated from the separate groups are (7.335, 7.360) 
and (7.306, 7.349), respectively. In contrast the group Hodges-Lehmann 
estimators are 7.351 and 7.328 and the associated 95% confidence intervals 
(3.13), calculated for the groups separately, are (7.329, 7.360) and (7.300, 
7.352). The pooled-r statistic is 1.77 with 21 degrees of freedom (P = 0.096). 
The two-sample statistic T of the previous section is 4.70 and the work 
there shows that critical points of x2( 1) may be used (P = 0.030). Thus our 
test shows increased evidence of an altitude effect on pH. The outlying 
observation, 7.30, in group one, since it lies in the direction of the other 
group mean, acts to elevate the significance level of the t-test. The effect is 
less marked with our test and is an example of the robust quality of 
Hodges-Lehmann estimation. 
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